Handwritten Chinese characters segmentation is to process strokes based on its spatial relations to form character elements for recognition. This paper introduces a method to segment Chinese characters according to the topological relations of Chinese component and minimal span tree of strokes. The experiment shows that this new method can achieve good performance. The accuracy of segmentation is over 91.6%.
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s=GetHead(StrokeBuffer),NewWord(w j )∧Merge(w j ,s)∧AddWord(W,w j )∧Remove(StrokeBuffer,s)∧
AddTail(StrokeBuffer,CON(s))∧RemoveCON(s).
hasMerge=false,{(∀s i )((s i ∈StrokeBuffer)∧(R(s
7. If (hasMerge==true) goto step 6.
9. Goto step 4
10.
12. If (hasMerge==false),stop; else goto step 10. 
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